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The Apparition [2009]: A Prologue
I took a walk up the hill that night, to the old Crystal Palace. It’s mostly rubble now, of
course, but it once held the greatest collection ever seen. Condensed under a delicate
glass shell, each item was a synecdoche, a borrowed suggestion of greater wonder.
I leaned against the cold wall, and looked at the city glistening below. It stretched too
far to be taken in at once, so I closed my frustrated eyes, and when I opened them
again, he was next to me. Laughing, he said:
“Why make such pointless effort? Less is more! You could find a cosmos in a
dewdrop, because even dewdrops have been bestowed with souls and all their
intricacies. Anything more is conspicuous waste!”
I went to reply, but the apparition had vanished.
“Vanished? Again!” – I hear the journeyed reader object – “If your aim is to fool us
with trite advice, twisted aphorisms and dismembered forms, then place them at least
in the mouth of a lesser man!”
But our goal is not to deceive. We are not the first to indulge in the selfaggrandizement of parody, and we certainly won’t be the last.
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Nine Tenths of the Law
The minutes of the recent Four Islands Summit read much like those of previous
meetings (introductory quips about the food, declarations on greater inter-island cooperation, homage paid to a recently deceased elder, etc.) until the subject of the
ancient marble effigy enters the discussion. Discovered staring up through crystalline
waters at a shallow point in the ocean, equidistant from all four islands, the years had
barely aged the enormous stone face of this androgynous beauty, resting serene on
the rippled sands.
The King of Kirna, himself once a keen sculptor, describes the distinctive chisel work
on the statue’s neck as proof of its heritage: “Such marks show beyond dispute that
the head was shaped by craftsmen of our Stone Age.” The ambassador from Arkin
scoffs: “With all due respect, the only culture that produced work of such
sophistication in that era was Arkinian: compare the effigy to the busts adorning our
ancient temples…” – “I beg to differ,” interrupts the Ikranian envoy, “such fine
marble is found only on our island, and the statue’s underwater discovery is
consistent with our past tradition of sinking our finest works to placate the water
gods.”
The minutes end abruptly with the impatient New Island bureaucrat stating for the
record that New Island radar located the relic, New Island engineers excavated it and
returned it to shore, and that New Island is ten times bigger than the other three
islands combined. He then dismisses the representatives, ordering them back to their
cells.

The Ogden Dilemma
Ogden woke in the middle of the night with a thought in his head that would not go
away: all mankind’s problems must be traceable to a single cause.
In the morning he rushed to the shop and bought pens, paper and tinned goods.
When his money was spent he hurried home, banished all distraction and daylight,
and began work.
Time was irrelevant. If Ogden was tired he slept. If Ogden was hungry he ate. And in
between, beneath the buzzing of a bald light-bulb, he made notes on everything. He
systemised and categorised everything he could conceive of. He explored every
perceivable link between every conceivable category. He chased every chain of
thought to exhaustion.
Ogden does not know how long he remained in his room, although he knows it was a
while as when he burst into the blinding streets with his results, he could no longer
make himself understood. Up until that point, Ogden believed he had found a
template underlying the life of every human being and that, with this knowledge, the
causes of all strife could be wiped out. Sadly, as either Ogden’s words had changed or
had ours in the time he had spent in his room, Ogden realised he was most probably
wrong.

Brother’s Keeper
“Which direction brother?” asked Grey Eyes.
“Towards the land where the fire rises,” answered Brown Eyes.
“I think I will try the land where the fire sets,” replied Grey Eyes.
So they went their separate ways, and in time their children came to wage an endless
war over truth.

Muffled Voices
The policeman, wearing short sleeves and a smile, came to our class and sat us down
in a half-circle before him. He explained some of the dangers of the world: “don’t
climb pylons,” (they frazzle!) – “don’t drink bleach,” (that burns!) – “stay away from
abandoned fridges,” (little bodies are found, trapped inside).
That evening I was playing outside, harlequin sky, moon like a giant’s fingernail.
Skipping home through the brick and discard, I came across an abandoned fridge. It’s
late, and I’m scared, but I stop.
Nowadays my concerns are different. I regret things I left, thinking I could return
later and everything would be the same. But I haven’t lifted a paintbrush in years, or a
pen, and already I forget words I found easily before. Like the one to describe what I
felt as I stood in front the fridge that evening, as little bodies squirmed, pleaded and
kicked within. Remembering the policeman I turned away and went home, leaving
the muffled voices trapped inside.

Glass House Bestiary: Of Sybarites
The sybarites were relative newcomers to human society, first appearing in the
earliest post-nomadic civilisations. Despite this late arrival they often acquired
positions of dominance due to their unmatched epicurean prowess.
Sybarites usually dwelt in solitary shelters or large complex cave structures
surrounded by luxury centres, such as drug depots and recreation facilities. They
were, on average, of greater stature than the other societal tribes, and were recorded
to grow to gargantuan proportions, in some cases even requiring purpose-built
moving chairs for locomotion.
When not partaking in extremes of violence or passive detachment, most sybarites
engaged in relatively meaningless tasks to maintain their obscene pursuit of excess.
The privileged few (those most successful at lying, cheating and stealing) became
either salesman or clowns. In many cases prolonged exposure to melodramatic
productions led many sybarites to forget the basic principles of genuine being.

When in Coventry…
I’m sitting in the Piazza Navona with my lover, in the cliché of an early Rome
evening (warm sunlight glimmers on ancient facades of glowing ochre, etc.). It’s
teeming with tourists, but we’re tourists too, so I allow myself to drift off into an
imaginary world. But my lover is stirring his coffee, over and over. His fingernails are
unclipped. He’s still wearing his jacket. I’m brought back, and miss how I used to be
his Venus, or his Columbina at least.
Then a silence falls over the crowd, as the chatter dies down and people stop moving.
And all you can hear is the clip clop of hooves. And then, there before us, stark naked
but stiff-spined, is a red-haired lady, riding a zebra, trotting through the masses.
“Did you see that?” I said to my lover once she was gone.
“I know!” he said, looking as astonished as me. “I had no idea you could ride a zebra!”
So you can still find romance in Rome, I found out, and knew then that the rest of the
evening should be okay.

Cold Shower
One early morning in January, while the frigid wind attacked my bedroom windows
and frost marched steadily up the glass panes, I took a shower. Oh the warmth. The
jets of heated water pummelled my body as though the two primary elements had
conspired to create a sanctuary from the world outside. And the steaming mist,
spilling out and covering the bathroom mirrors, began to form a sauna-like chamber
in my very own flat. Then, without warning, it stopped, and a stream of ice cold water
assaulted me. I ran out of the shower panicked and shrieking and furious. Later that
morning, as I attempted to restore my core body temperature under a pile of quilts
and duvets, I discovered I was not alone in my suffering. The T.V. reported that the
entire continent had turned cold and that warm showers were now a thing of the past.
“Right to warmth!”
“Make warm, not cold!”
“Hell no, we won’t go! We won’t shower in the cold!”
These were some of the slogans that accompanied the revolution when the ‘cold
shower crisis’ hit and governments were overthrown.

Armenia I
The following are fragments of the song sung by the first knights of Armenia, titled
‘The Ballad of Those who Drink the Sun’. Scholars of poetry have filled some lacunae
in the text. These scholars believe the song was last sung as Aramé, King of Kings,
trembled naked in the moonlight while his captains anointed him with juniper
crushed in milk.
Of golden flame borne forth, from flame of gold we came
No verse how ancient can embrace our glory since that flame
Stone shall fade and words shall change, our glory will remain
As time has shown no beast can fade the chorus of our name
(…)
(…) and time will yield the Sun,
And we shall drink the Sun.
The origins of the song are unknown. Some etymologists postulate that it was lifted
from a more ancient tribe that also believed itself the unassailable rider of the crest of
industry and technology – before its rape by Aramé’s forebears. Some even cite this
as proof that all flags, anthems and displays of national pride can be traced back to a
single source.

The Pen as Mightier than the Sword, A Refutation
Taking a standard ballpoint pen, and not its slightly deadlier cousin the fountain pen,
we can conclude that its brittle nature, combined with its diminutive size, clearly
mark the pen as less mighty than the sword. Indelibly, the pen’s only true deadly use
is when jabbed into the eye, or perhaps the neck, but in both instances extreme
precision is necessary. While as yet unsubstantiated, the pen may also be used to
inflict ink poisoning, though this seems to depend on the author’s choice of words.

Enough is Enough
Their love was gone.
She took the blankets, linen and clothes.
He took the bed, bookshelves and toys.
And when they had parted ways their child stood alone in the middle of an empty
room.

The Lion’s Share
“As King of the Beasts, I shall take the first quarter…” said the lion, hunched over the
corpse of the deer.
The jackal looked at the wolf and the fox. “Here we go again, best beloveds,” he
whispered, but this time he had a plan. The lion may be strong, and he may be
greedy, but the jackal has guile.
“…and, as he who distributes the food, I shall take the second quarter…” continued
the lion.
“Wait!” said the jackal. “He who distributes the food should receive an extra portion, I
agree! But how can we know you are he, if you have not yet given us our share?”
“Quite right,” said the lion, lifting his great paw and slicing the jackal in two. The wolf
and fox licked their lips and moved in closer.
“As King of the Beasts, I shall take the first half…” said the lion, hunched over the
corpse of the jackal.

The Garden
I met a traveller who told me that Maceria, the Great Teacher, came across the oasis
in a time of crisis for its people. Though unable to speak the local dialect, Maceria
settled the disputes of the community and became its law giver and spiritual guide.
On the eve of his death, he instructed his interpreters to build a temple to continue
his teachings.
After decades of construction, and some confusion as to the exact measurements that
Maceria had left, the temple was complete. A high wall now encircled the oasis,
separating the community from its olive groves and natural spring. Unable to survive
in the surrounding desert, the people of the oasis succumbed to thirst and died.

Basic Insecurity
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ASK “Are you here? Y or N?”
IF INPUT = “Y” GOTO 40 ELSE GOTO 30
GOTO 10
PRINT “Correct”
GOTO 10

Black and White Man
Each time we fought (and we fought often towards the end) she would lock herself in
the bedroom. I could hear her scribbling and sobbing inside, and it infuriated me
even more. Posterity would learn her side of events – I would be the imperfect man.
I broke the padlock on her diary the day she finally left, and was shocked to find not
words but drawings inside. Each page contained a feature: a hand, an eye, a lip – all
so painstakingly sketched I wanted to cry.
My friends who have seen her since say she’s happy now, with someone new, a black
and white man with perfect features. He only exists in two dimensions though, so
when he turns you lose sight of him for a second. But he always appears again, a
mirror image of identical perfection.

Solitude
Tired of being ignored by the faces through the TV screen, he moves up close and
pleads: “Why, why, why don’t you notice me?” But they continue as before, talking
amongst themselves as if he isn’t there.
He moves closer still, till his nose touches glass, and sobs: “Why, why, why do you
ignore me, can’t you see I’m just like you?” Sometimes he’s sure they can see him, but
still they carry on as if he doesn’t exist.
Then it happens again: one of them stands up, approaches him from across the room,
and reaches out a hand. He hears the click, and darkness consumes him.

Sacramentum
The planter, satchel on hip, strode through the land scattering seeds upon the
ground. A skeptic approached him and said: “They will not grow.”
The planter replied: “But they are good seeds!”
“No doubt, but the Romans have sown the land with salt. Nothing will grow,” said
the skeptic. The planter ignored the skeptic and continued with his task.
The seeds grew into a legion of strong and proud trees, lined in ranks, standing at
attention, a thin layer of salt under the bark. They were later felled by the locals who
fashioned them into spears and lances and sailing ships, and set loose to bombard the
world with sacred beliefs rooted in the corpses of the Caesars.

Fatherly Advice
It was early and the sun was struggling to rise, but already I was sitting in a plastic
chair outside a coffee shop not far from the sea. The street needed rain and the air felt
tired, as if still laden with the demands of yesterday.
There was nobody around, apart from a priest in short-sleeves sitting near me. He
was smiling serenely. I approached him and asked how he could be sure his God is
the right God, if he has not examined them all.
“Dear boy,” he started, “that is like asking the man who loves his wife more than
anything else how he can be sure she’s the one, if he did not look further.”
I walked away and sat back down in my seat, shaken by the simple logic of the priest’s
answer. For, in a few short words, the smiling priest had destroyed any lingering
belief I had left in love.

Consummation
It was bound to happen, the day we all became that which we eat. And the happiest
among us were the cannibals.

Armenia II
Grigory Neujmin left his home on the Crimean shore at dusk, and walked the two
kilometres in the clear January cold to the observatory on Cat Mountain. It is 1914,
and it is Grigory’s job to find minor planets: star-like points of light identifiable only
by the haste with which they seek to flee the night sky. Tonight should yield a
discovery, Grigory knew.
“I shall name it after my sister.”
As a student, asteroids were only “minor” to Grigory in the way of their choral
equivalents – they were the missing notes that added sorrow to the cosmic harmony.
Nowadays they were a burden in number, and majestic titles or romantic notions
seemed an embarrassing exaggeration.
As morning approached, Grigory’s assistant brought the large, speckled negative
representing a night’s work to his desk. A routine examination showed that not one,
but two, points of light had moved from their previously charted positions. “The first,
asteroid 779, we shall christen Nina,” Grigory declared without hesitating. “The
second is probably an error. We must confirm it first.”
“I must log it though Sir,” said his assistant.
Grigory grunted, cast a glance out of his window at the red-tinted waters on the
horizon, and thought of sleep. “I don’t know,” he mumbled. “Just write down
‘Armenia’.”

Masquerade
Wilson was not expecting a masked ball when he entered the palace, walking in on a
scene of chaotic abandon.
One man, in a patchwork costume of colours, stood on one hand while his legs twirled
above him, his eyes trained on the woman next to him. She, thickly painted face with
heavy eye shadow, in a rag dress, leaned over and spoke to a second man, his olive
green mask not hiding his disdain. “Try it from up there little brother!” the second
man shouted, thrusting his wooden sword towards the chandelier.
Wilson scanned the rest of the crowd and saw a group of men gathered together: one
in a tight fitting red smock, another all in black with a booming voice, and a third in a
mock military uniform with a moustache curled at the ends. Then, past this assembly,
he saw her.
She was a vision: blond hair flowing, her waist accentuated by a white dress and
golden belt tightly hugging her, face unadorned with paint or mask, and emerald eyes
that spotted him.
They made their way onto the balcony, the sound of the chandelier crashing behind
them, and in the light of a full moon she turned to Wilson and whispered: “Do you
want to see the real me?” Before he could answer she took out a mask, hidden
beneath her dress, and put it over her face. Looking deep into his eyes she said: “Now
it’s your turn.”

Qualities
I come to you with my latest joke, but, before I reach the punch line, you pull out that
old laughing-box you carry around and tug the string. And, when I talk about my
feelings, you put on that mask – you know, that ceramic clown-face with painted-on
tears – and nod slowly. Then, at night, when I roll onto my back and switch on the
lamp, it’s not you I see next to me but a harlot you’ve paid to take your place. We are
what we give, and that’s why you know I’ll never leave you.

The Scorpion and the Frog
We all know that the frog, trusting as is his nature, let the scorpion mount him, only
to be stung and poisoned halfway across the river. Both the frog and the scorpion
sank to the riverbed, dead by the time they landed on the sand, the current dragging
their stiffening bodies downstream like so many pebbles and pieces of broken stick.
To sting is the nature of the scorpion.
But perhaps this is not the only moral of the story? Consider for a moment that the
frog wanted to cross the river at all. Then consider too that the scorpion hoped to
cross the same river, at the same point in time and space as the frog. And they tried –
and perhaps here there is a message too: take heart from the fact that, despite their
nature, the frog and the scorpion tried.

Misandry
“Pig! Pig! Pig!” she screamed at Nathan in the middle of the street, a mob of
spectators encircling them.
Once, standing at the foot of Michelangelo’s David, he’d imagined the masterpiece
splitting apart from the tremors of a million footsteps that had fallen before him, its
head bouncing onto the polished floor and rolling away through a crowd of witnesses.
Now he saw that something in her – something beneath her perfect proportions of
intellect and beauty – had cracked. The marble from which she was formed had
weakened over years of abasement until finally, in this violent psychological purge,
she had lost her head.

Glass House Bestiary: Of Eremites
The eremitic lifestyle originated at the very beginnings of society but its adherents,
the eremites, began to decline in numbers with the onset of human domestication.
In later periods eremites were pushed to remote geographic regions, such as dense
jungles or isolated micro-states, while others lived within a stone-throw of ‘outsiders’
(all non-eremites). From their magic huts built around mystic gardens, eremites
shunned contact with ‘lesser’ societal tribes, seeing only in themselves the pinnacle of
anthropological being. They were also, for the most part, unshaven and unwashed.
Some eremites were known to sit in the sun for long hours or, encouraged by the use
of hallucinogens, meditate in erratic dances. Other eremites preferred the solitude of
dark boxes. It is believed that these practices facilitated the eremitic attempt to
achieve a deeper understanding of existence, though these cosmic secrets were rarely
shared with others.

Geocentrism
“This is all my fault!” she cried through the terror. Crippled and bent, she dragged
herself up the temple stairs, her footsteps leaving prints in the settling ash. Reaching
the landing on the highest floor she twisted her head to look out the open window
frame and saw the event in full form. The mountain was lavishing its dormant
frustration on the city below. Lava flowed through the streets, collapsing buildings
and burning life. Over this landscape of finality she remembered her first time.
In her youth the high priest had led her to the mountain as a sacrifice to the Great
Mumbo Jumbo and fear had stalked her since. For in a moment of weakness at the
volcanic crest, the priest and the virgin chose life: he taking her and she allowing
herself to be taken.

The Prodigal Son’s Son
“Once I was lost, then I was found! But then I was lost again!” exalted the prodigal
son upon his return from debauchery. He continued: “Now, son, let me be servant to
you, rather than a lowly pig-herd in the village.”
“I have no use for an aging servant,” said the prodigal son’s son, who had done quite
well for himself in the brick and mortar trade since his father abandoned him. “But
I’ll prepare you the spare bed, and you can sleep it off here tonight.” The old man
slept soundly, while the young man called his uncle with the news.
When morning broke, the old man joined his son at the breakfast table, poured
himself a glass of orange juice, and picked up the morning paper. “Actually father,”
interrupted the prodigal son’s son, “today we can make merry, but tomorrow there
are some things around the house and garden I think I could use you for.” The
prodigal son smiled, and the following morning he was gone.

The Survivor
He began with a collection of odd trinkets and childhood paintings. An expedition to
the family attic at an early age secured a stockpile of yellowed newspaper clippings
and exotic coins. But the full realization of his childhood ambitions came as he
advanced in age and wealth. He spent his fortune on vellum manuscripts and vinyl
records, ancient clay figurines and bobblehead dolls, vintage computers, late-period
Rembrandts, pre-war comic books, and everything else from twist-off bottle caps to
the Elgin Marbles.
Eager to protect these treasures of human culture from the dark ages he believed
were fast approaching, he carved a vast bunker into the Sierra Nevada and spent
decades filling it with his collection. Abating the boredom that accompanied the
monotony of the task, he engraved his image onto statues, copied his name into holy
books and chronicles, rewrote himself into the past as a prophet king poet superhero
philosopher rock-star demigod. When the bunker was full, he sealed himself within
the tomb.
The nomadic tribes of the distant future, adorned in war paint and worn-out football
armour, eventually came across his mausoleum, and world history was restored.

Rune Stone 1916
I was wandering through a cemetery of the great war when I noticed the inscription
“For God, King and Empire” adorning each cross and star. I was convinced of their
uniformity until I stumbled upon one cross among the rows that read simply “For
Empire”.

The True Story of King Midas
King Midas did possess great power. His singular desire for excellence, which also
inspired perfection in those around him, meant that all works Midas set his mind to
and everyone he touched was, in a manner of speaking, ‘turned to gold’.
The Midas touch, passed from hand to hand down through the centuries, can be seen
in the works of artists, engineers and craftsmen, with each generation inspiring the
next. The turning of ochre into images, the structuring of stone into arches, and the
carving of wood into figurines provide testament to this alchemistic revolution, which
has produced something of a paradox in our own time. With such a vast accumulation
of gold it is now the mediocre which is most desired.

X File 33 AD
Case File: TI19JU7
Subject: Paranormal activity in Judea
Agent on Case: Lucius Verus, Legio VI Ferrata
Report:
Man claiming to be the Jewish Messiah, the seventh such claim in the province this
year, was reported to have turned water to wine, resurrected the dead and to have
risen from the dead himself. Witnesses claim to have seen the man in question
postmortem.
Findings:
Inconclusive. Confirmation cannot be made at this time regarding the validity of such
claims or the present whereabouts of the man in question. The present political
situation in Judea requires us to have the utmost caution when investigating
potential Messiah activity. This case file is to remain open.
Recommendations:
In future, all crucifixions should take place under strict observation and all bodies
properly disposed of.

Imperfect Magic
The magical properties of dopamine are beyond dispute. A standard dosage can cause
you to see monkeys leap for and bite chunks from the sun, or help you understand the
motivation of rocks and trees, or enable you to drink yourself into a stupor on jugs of
water.
The magic is not perfect, because it does not change the substance of the world, only
its images.
Neither, however, can the magic be labelled imperfect. By changing the world’s
images, even fleetingly, dopamine has led to far-reaching changes in the substance of
the world.

Academic Imprisoned for Using Letter that Does Not Exist
Law historian Ben Ackman was sentenced to eight years in prison by a High Court
yesterday for “promoting disharmony and division” by using a letter that does not
exist.
The use of non-existent letters breaches the Hat Law of 1925.
Ackman had used the non-existent – and therefore illegal – letter in a research paper
that, he claimed, “revealed the mysterious circumstances behind the promulgation of
the Hat Law.”
Some historians believe the Hat Law was introduced to banish once-real symbols
from the alphabet, although no legally admissible evidence has ever been shown that
substantiates this.
Friends of Ackman said they will campaign against the sentence.
“Ackman will serve his time like all individuals whose brazen use of not-real letters
and wearing of non-existent hats threatens to undermine social equality,” said Ames
Ones, the udge presiding over the case.

Glass House Bestiary: Of Slaafs
Slaafs first appeared at the onset of societal organization. While they possessed little
to nothing of anything material themselves, they engaged in a constant struggle to
provide stuff for others, often under the threat of violence or starvation.
While traditionally favouring quaint rural settings, slaafs occasionally migrated – en
masse – to the ‘Big City Lights’. Other locations of servitude included deep holes in
the earth, rickety fishing vessels and, at times, battlefields. In all of these locations
hard work and resourcefulness composed the length of their lives. Faith was often of
central importance to slaafs, manifesting itself in dreams of a better life or a just
afterlife. These high hopes sprung eternal with each new generation.
It was not unusual for slaafs, once they had escaped their role and adopted the
appearance and customs of other societal tribes, to disdain those left behind.

Polylogue: Heaven
One day their bodies vanished. Despite the cacophony of different voices calling out
from all directions, they knew they were now alone forever.

Out in the Cold
Resolution .... (2...)
Adopted by the Security Council at its ....th meeting, on .... 2...
The Security Council,
Reaffirming our grandiloquent statements on the need to preserve our outdated
system of colonial-era borders,
Determining to put an end to the cause of seemingly irrational and incessantly
annoying disputes,
Taking note of the relative success of indigenous people’s reservations worldwide in
isolating the haves from the have-nots,
Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,
Decides to establish a People’s Republic of Miscellaneous Peoples;
Calls on all United Nations members to round-up and transport all refugees,
internally displaced peoples, asylum seekers and problematic minority groups to the
Antarctic for permanent settlement;
Expresses hope that the vast diversity of ethnic, linguistic and cultural groups that
shall compose the People’s Republic of Miscellaneous Peoples will successfully
establish a functioning state and finally be able to participate at UN social functions.

Good Fences
I had swum out to the break water (a row of jagged boulders thrown into the sea) and
was sunning on the rocks when I noticed a chain-link fence separating the hotel
grounds from the rest of the island. ‘Why,’ I thought, ‘is that necessary? Why should
we, esteemed guests at a five star hotel, be denied a chance to visit the rest of the
island?’
Later that same day, sitting in the hotel parlour for tea with some of the other guests,
I brought up the fact that we were, essentially, under a kind of house arrest. The fence
surrounding the hotel compound was there, I insisted, to keep us in. It was over that
cup of tea that we decided to climb the fence that night to see what they were keeping
from us.
We jumped the fence and ran out into the town, patronizing the local bars and nights
spots, buying ourselves kitsch souvenirs from the street kids, and singing our national
anthems as we went. Eventually the police showed up, in their tawdry uniforms, and
‘escorted’ us back to the hotel gates! The concierge, after conversing with the police in
whatever quaint language these islanders speak, turned to us and said: “The fence is
there for a reason.” The next morning the fence had been replaced with a high stone
wall. We decided never to go there on holiday again.

Huge Moon
Holding you in my arms with my back to the moon – reflecting on your face – we
bask in its light before it’s too late. Earlier today, the approaching moon whipped up
pacific waves that surfers rode into space. The moon is rolling towards us. They say
when it crashes the earth will absorb it completely, and then melt in bloated pain.
I turn us around because the huge moon is blinding you, and I squint as your feet are
whipped away from under your body; the moon is pulling you away. Holding on tight
I reflect on your silhouette – with your hair flowing like that I’m reminded of when
we rode the big-dipper, or of the many times I looked down on you in the dark.
My feet are off the ground now too, but before gravity tears us apart I see you smile
and know you’re thinking the impossible. “Jump!” did you shout, as you spun away?
“I’ll see you on the moon!” did you say?

Ley Lines
Professor Mark Lintel spent most of his life searching for those mystical lines along
which unexplainable power emanates. Studies of archaeoastronomy led him to look
for signs of their whereabouts in megaliths and monuments scattered across the Old
and New Worlds. He then widened his approach through a kind of scholarly
geomancy, dowsing for concentrations of subterranean electrical currents and drilling
bore holes on gravity hills to collect samples of magic rock. He even examined
documented UFO sightings to plot alien flight paths and reveal the enigmatic lines by
which such advanced beings must navigate.
It was only later, and unexpectedly, that his search came to an end.
Upon hearing of the discovery of an ancient temple complex along the Upper Nile,
Lintel boarded the first plane to Africa. Hiring a Bedouin guide to assist him, he set
out into the desert to investigate. The two had travelled for some days without any
sign of a man-made structure, when the Bedouin suddenly brought the camels to a
halt among the listless sand dunes of the Sahara.
“Here, professor, you must stop.”
“Why?”
“Here, professor, is the border.”

Einsamer Planet
La Jarre de Pandore on Paris’ Rue d’Avalon offers “eternal life, or a money-back
guarantee.” Pristine medics transport those who paid the exorbitant fee to this vault
shortly after they die, where their bodies are laid face-down on high, metal, grid-like
bunks.
The owners claim the vault contains an airborne germ that – in the concentration
found inside – mimics the neural pathways of the corpses found within. A series of
equidistant, rotating rings pumps a charge through the air, creating what Pepé
Déjeune, the establishment’s curator, calls a ‘cloud of consciousness.’ Meanwhile, TV
screens on the far walls keep this invisible, floating presence entertained with the
machinations of the world outside. Gravity often forces the tongues of the deceased
out through the mouth, shocking visitors with a mischievous welcome, and proving
that the dead do not take themselves seriously.
On our tour, I asked Déjeune what proof he has for the vault’s God-like power. “So
far,” he chuckled, “I had to reimburse nobody!”

Partners
The theory put forward that gravity is not the attraction between two bodies, but the
repulsion of the surrounding void (for example, to say that it is not the earth that
grips you to it, but the vastness of space that smothers you and forces you down), is
the same as saying that gravity is a force of attraction – because gravity, like love, is
invisible and has no physical form.

Ten Thousand Hamlets
Picture Hamlet, frozen in time, poised unaware on a white plinth turning slowly
against its brilliant backdrop.
His face – that mix of features common individually but unexpected in this
combination – gives him a strange yet familiar appearance: but look at the edge of his
eyebrow and see the short, deep scar beneath, obtained after a fall from Yorick’s back;
look at his lank, dark hair and see the shock of electric grey; look at his neck,
furrowed beyond its time after a life of looking over his shoulder.
These are the marks that help us understand Hamlet; these are the clues that reveal
his motives. But, alas, I have neither the acumen nor the academy to add to Hamlet,
so he awakens on his plinth and shakes his dazed head – watch him now as he steps
down. I cannot add to ten thousand Hamlets, so now I will simply make him
disappear.

Terracotta
By March the Christians held the wall, and with it control of the valley.
Heading a column eight thousand strong through forests of red leaves and hills of
black wind, Qin returned in autumn to find the wall gone, and the valley a deserted
expanse of mud. Cut down with grief, he sunk to the ground and beat the clay,
bewailing the destruction of his most precious work, swearing aloud to create an
army no one dare destroy.

Polylogue: Breaking the Wall
“I’ll get us out,” said the strongman, the veins in his neck bulging as he swung the
hammer back and then launched it forward.
“No!” yelled the hammer, followed by something else that we couldn’t hear as his
words flew off into the distance with him.
Pierrot tutted and shook his head, his knowing smile betraying the tear tattooed to
his cheekbone.
“That’s not how you do it,” he scoffed. But I’ll show you how.

Tetrachromacy
Human tetrachromats see a colour that neither you nor I can see. It has no name and
cannot be described.
They see this colour in your final breath – always bright and thick and lingering. They
see this whether your passing is slow or sudden, leading them to conclude that all
death is preordained. They curse this pointless clairvoyance.
Tetrachromats see this colour between the words of a book, where the writer lost
interest. Scientists disregard such claims as supernatural – as if an author’s apathy
can leave its mark on a page! The scientists are wrong though, as emotion has long
left its marks on the physical world.
Where you see a line, a tetrachromat sees a blur. They therefore fail to recognise the
nature of many disputes. Take Private X, for example, who, in 1916, winked at his
compatriots before abandoning the trench. He strolled through bullet-choked noman’s land to the enemy – whom he joined – and opened fire on his compatriots. X
was baffled upon his return to find himself put to the wall.

Kaleidoscope
Miranda had grown accustomed to her place and position in life: adorning a corner of
the office lobby. Her daily visitors numbered in the hundreds, and this was enough to
keep the discomfort of having to remain stationary and quiet tolerable.
These visitors were curiosities to Miranda. Some gazed at her for long minutes before
leaving in disgust, while others stood before her in complete admiration. There were
men who pursed their lips, lowered their eyebrows and seemed to growl or grunt, and
women who put on blank faces. At times the array of emotions on display
overwhelmed Miranda so that only the occasional blank business-like glance offered
her a brief respite.
Lost in a trance of fascination at one of her visitors, with his curious furrowed brow
and glassy-eyed stare, she did not recognise the violence impending. With an
intentionally placed strike Miranda shattered into a kaleidoscope of reflected
emotions, each face in her memory etched onto a shard, a sliver, a particle that settled
like a tiny drop of dew.

Instructions on How to Evolve
Given recent findings that neither God nor genes play a part in evolution, this manual
instructs the reader in the art of adaptation, giving you the chance to make the most
of the process.
Chapter one discusses adaptation selection. It will be shown that the only limit to
adaptation is your imagination. However, as both physical and mental attributes are
products of evolution, adaptation of your imagination can be as normal as
imaginative adaptation. We must make clear, however, that there are certain dangers
to reckless evolution of the imagination. Chapter two outlines these dangers with
examples.
Chapter three deals with adaptation reversal. Selected an adaptation that no longer
suits you? Reversing an adaptation must be neither drawn out nor painful, and once
adaptation reversal has been mastered, it can prove useful for those looking to try on
several similar adaptations before making their final choice.
Chapter four deals with multiple synchronous adaptations and is geared towards the
advanced user. Chapter five offers a troubleshooting guide in every conceivable
language.

Genusis
The first monkey who awoke spoke ‘Om’.

Crossed Wires
A Sumerian scribe, noticing the change in length of the shadow cast by his reed at
different times of the day, realised that the world is in fact round, and calculated that
the distance between the cities of Ur and Lagash is exactly 273 kilometres.
Burning with a sense of the importance of his discovery, the scribe ran naked through
town to tell his master, who scoffed, and dismissed his scribe with a flick of the wrist.
Later the master regaled friends with stories of his hapless scribe, struck mad by the
midday sun, running naked through the town. These friends, deeply amused, told
their friends, who in turn told theirs, and now some people believe that Area 51 is
home to extra-terrestrials, that evolution is leading them there, and that truffles are
worth the money.

Morning Callisthenics
Every morning, in that half hour before the alarm clock rang, Helden practiced the art
of lucid dreaming: in a drowsy state of semi-consciousness he would focus his
fantasies and, over years of practice, learned to exert a level of control over them.
One morning, after a short and restless sleep filled with biblical nightmares, he used
this half hour to immerse himself in a quiet garden with singing birds and gentle
streams. Fully waking from this pleasant vision, Helden was astonished to find –
there in his bedroom – the very same garden.
Morning after morning he explored the range of his abilities, but it appeared that his
power to actualise had limits. Only fantasies which fit neatly into the space of his
room became real. Obsessed with sleep and dream as a means to make the impossible
possible, Helden decided to visit an aged therapist.
“So you say that you can make some of your dreams come true.”
“Yes! But if I dream of something too big, if I can’t fit it between my four walls, it
doesn’t work. But it must! Somehow, I must be able to make them real!”
“Hmm,” considered the therapist. “Then why only dream?”

The Emperor’s New Ink
What the story neglects to mention is how – seconds before the procession was due to
start – he spilled it all over his new clothes, totally ruining them.

Instructions on Who to Turn to when the Luck Runs Out
Fairy tales – with their images of guardian angels, djinn, et al – fail to address the
complexity of real life: namely, if you require help for a particular concern, visit a
specialist!
Yes, there are those whose full time occupation it is to stand at an invisible distance,
monitoring the earth’s population, stepping in should you require assistance. But no,
there is not one, all-purpose “guardian” per person, standing vigil by your bedpost at
night (what a waste that would be, think about it!), but a huge, overworked team,
where each member is expert in a given problem.
Sadly, as the team monitors everyone regardless of colour or creed, you need an
element of luck for your concern to be noticed among the masses. So, what then do
you do, if it is your luck that has run out?
On the advice of a child I found their headquarters, on the top floor of the Ambrose
Jerome building (although an entrance can be found in all population centres). The
luck specialist’s desk is at row G39, number 7. If he is out when you call, leave your
number, and avoid black cats, mirrors and gambling until he contacts you.

Room Temperature
I had my brief moment of pause. Cloistered with plastic lighting and boredom stained
carpet, the oppressive elements of routine emptying down through vents in the
ceiling, I tried to contemplate a unique image of myself. Something me. Something
separate. But the mere act of having to try warned me away. “If you can’t feel it – you
don’t have it,” I told myself.
That was fifty years ago.
I stayed in the system. Took my annual allocated freedom to beach resorts and ski
lodges. Drank on birthdays, copulated on anniversaries. I produced nothing of note,
contributed nothing of real value, lost track of decades, watered generations of plants.
Now, childless, faithless and nearing death, as I approach my last moment with open
eyes, that brief moment of pause faces me down. From fifty years beyond the grave.

The Apollo Program
Following the well-beaten path of his ancestors, Suta led his people to the winter
hunting grounds in the narrow river valley from the highlands above, now cold with
frost. But the game, once so bountiful, was gone.
Suta had correctly performed everything he had learned, the shamans concurred, but
with food stocks dwindling and the tribe near starvation he was faced with a choice:
remain in the valley and hope the game would return, or venture out into the dark
unknown regions. Pondering this decision, Suta walked along the valley’s river bank
late into the night.
“I have followed the lead of my ancestors exactly,” he murmured, kicking the hard
earth.
‘There is one other to follow,’ whispered his mind.
“Who? Who of my fathers is left to guide me?” he whimpered, shoulders sinking.
‘None are left. Only you.’ And his mind and body turned outward.

Polylogue: A Dinosaur
“I woke up, wiped my eyes, looked out of the window, and the dinosaur was still
there.”
“Well, I was awake all night, unable to sleep at the thought of a dinosaur standing
motionless in your garden.”
“I stood there all night alone, wondering why nobody asked me how I felt.”

Literature
I was chatting with Richard Burton by his fireside the other night and, as I sipped, he
told me about a book he was reading, written by angry young men, about dissent
against Kings and other powerful people. The rest is a blur. In the morning I scoured
his library, with its collection of Shakespeare, Pope and Johnson, but found nothing
that fit my vague recollection. When I crawled into bed later that afternoon it all
became clear when, under his pillow, I found a copy of Gideon.

Forest for the Trees
“Look, assuming a primate could speak – what would he say?”
“I’m telling you, he spoke!”
“OK, what did he say?”
“He said ‘Om’ . . . I think.”
“That’s not even a word. It’s a syllable!”
That was the last conversation that Professors Capuchin and Vervet ever had.
Convinced of what he had heard, Capuchin spent the rest of his career with Albert the
Chimpanzee, waiting for the animal to speak again.
‘Just imagine,’ he said to himself, ‘how amazing it would be! A talking monkey! Well,
not a monkey, technically, but still, a talking primate! The things he could tell us. The
ideas he must have.’
Capuchin recited these thoughts aloud nearly every working day until the end,
oblivious to the conversations of young students in the hall, to the lustful whispers of
his wife in the night, to the naïve and wonderful ideas of his children woven into their
gentle voices.

Playing the Odds
We reached cruising altitude and my neighbour remarked how strange it is that
people fear flying. “Any number of things can happen down there,” he said, “that
we’re safe from up here.” I didn’t want to talk to a stranger, so I turned my face to the
window and fixed my gaze on the clouds below.
Refreshments arrived. As I unlocked the tray in front of me, the man addressed me
again. “When has anyone ever died – of natural causes, I mean – in a plane?” His
words trembled, sweat coalescing on his brow. But never, I thought. It’s never
happened, not as far as I know.
I drifted into sleep after the food, and dreamt that I asked my neighbour if the cabin
air was hurting him too, and that he panicked, grabbed my head between his palms
and tried to kiss me, and his breath stank. I woke, and the seat next to me was empty.
It still was when we landed.
Some days later I read a story in the paper about a frequent-flyer bludgeoned to death
by a flight attendant he’d befriended. I can’t say if the victim was my neighbour, but I
found it odd that the murderess handed herself in immediately, stating that the
chances of being executed for murder are only half those of dying a natural death in
an aeroplane.

Unintelligent Design
We are just beginning to understand the complexity of bird flight. But this
understanding is already leading many to infer the existence of a so-called “intelligent
designer”. Why? Here is one rationale: the flight-enabling air vortices created by the
tip of a bird’s wing require an in-depth understanding of aerodynamics that feathers
simply do not possess. Therefore, somebody else must be involved.
This simplistic view is left wanting under scrutiny. For example, wind anomalies that
send birds tumbling from the sky would suggest that perhaps the designer is not quite
as intelligent as we thought, as his system is faulty.
Or, as a philosopher recently stated, “When the birds suddenly fall from the sky, look
for jealousy in the one who designed the wind.”

Instructions on How to Improve a Problem
One pointless tendency – widespread today – is to create new problems when it is
enough to improve those you already have.
Problems can be improved in two ways, both ways increasing return on investment.
They can be improved in efficiency (becoming more problematic) or improved in
scope (becoming bigger problems).
To improve the efficiency of your problem, put it in a velvet-lined box – matchboxsize will do – and carry it with you always. Open the box in the café and place it on
the table as the waiter hands you the bill; open the box in the National Gallery as you
stand before Aliyev’s Transheya, shaking your head and looking at your watch; open
the box as you saunter past the vagabond lady who looks like a floppy rag-doll with
upturned palms. Soon you’ll be able to apply your problem everywhere.
To improve the scope of your problem, let it meet and mingle with other problems,
and watch its size grow in comparison to them. It will swell like a heavy bubble and
slowly lift itself off the ground; it will eclipse the light and muffle all sound. Watch it
float and creak, absorbing everything in its path. When you’re finished, simply take
your huge problem and place it back in its box. You’ll be surprised at how easily it still
fits.

Mantis Religiosa
There’s a mantis that preys and a mantis that prays, the former luring the latter,
whose kneeling stance is no mere mimicry, but the genuine, outward expression of
inner plight: torn between irresistible desire and the will to live, this mantis prays for
guidance, but the decision has already been made for him.
The analogy works elsewhere, where appearances are exactly as they seem. Take the
man – long, gaunt and incredibly still – kneeling at the feet of his captor. He looks
like the praying mantis and, like the mantis, one cannot say he has lost the will to live.
He was preyed upon, after all. Thoughts of risk and return collide in his mind, but it’s
too late for that now as the decision has been made for him: the praying mantis is
soon to lose his head.

Dead Sea Apes
Denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and then acceptance. Nobody identified the
sixth stage of grief: boredom. Nothing interested me anymore. Antoine, my colleague,
was experiencing the same. He proposed a trip through the history of humanity to
enliven our souls. I accepted.
For months we retraced the past. Houston was small and reminded me of throwing
pebbles into the ocean. On the ceilings of the Sistine I just saw cracks and flaking
stone. The Taj Mahal irritated me with its pretence. And everywhere we went, people
ignored us with the same indifference we felt towards them.
We reached the desolate banks of the Dead Sea. I was staring out over the hot, slow
water, the blistering sun blurring the white rock on the horizon into a figment, when
Antoine began to leap up and down next to me with excitement.
“Look, look! It’s true!” he screamed, gesticulating wildly to a point further along the
shore.
“What’s true?” I asked. My vision is weak, but I could see dark figures in the distance.
“It’s them!” he replied, “It’s true! The Dead Sea Apes!”
I sighed, turned my gaze back to the horizon, and considered the endless journey
ahead. Even Antoine’s conviction couldn’t arouse me. Besides – I thought – why, of
all things, should the dead see apes?

The Art of Autotomy
Egon felt incomplete, a man with pieces missing. So one day he amputated the big toe
of his left foot. The next day, his right thumb. The next, his left hand. He continued
this way until only his head and torso remained.
Egon now felt complete. Sitting is his wheelchair on the cliffs overlooking the Pacific
at Big Sur California, he reflected: ‘What use is this body of mine when we are all
eternal?’ So he tried to roll his chair over the edge, hoping the sharp rocks below
would sever his soul, leaving the waves to lap at his lifeless body. But, limbless, Egon
could no longer move.
Egon felt incomplete, a man with pieces missing. So he sat in his chair by the cliffs
overlooking the Pacific at Big Sur California, where he watched, and wondered,
deciding to remain there and grow himself a new body.

Flypaper
You had this decoration in your apartment, something that looked like a strip of
flypaper, the one with the pictures of us connected by thin pieces of tape, each frame
an inch lower than the next. If I remember right, you first strung it up just inside the
sliding doors to the balcony. But then, the next morning, we found all these flies stuck
to the sticky parts of the tape. So you moved it to the living room, only, after a week or
so, we started to feel sick at the sight of all those dead insects. The last place we
decided to try was the bedroom, and it was up there for a good month before all these
little worms started to hatch from their bodies. I’ve always wondered: at what point
did you realize that it wasn’t going to work out?

Misspent Effort
I imagine that you, dear reader, upon reaching the end of this piece, will feel much
like Crito, who, distraught at his friend and mentor’s refusal to avoid death, poured
his vast riches into designing the iron lung, only to scramble around on the floor as
the hemlock rose, in a frantic search for the yet-to-be-invented plug socket.

Cogito Ergo Sum
Kingdom: Animalia
Phylum: Chordata
Class: Mammalia
Order: Primates
Family: Hominidae (monkeys)
Genus: Homo (monkeys who see evil)
Species: H. sapiens (monkeys who hear evil)
Subspecies: H. s. sapiens (monkeys who speak evil)
Passport Number: First
Nationality: The western part
Name: What’s in a name anyway?
Place of Birth: Room C3
Date of Birth: I missed all the moon landings
Sex:
Ethnicity: Pedantic
Education: $50,000 in debt worth
Profession: Trying to be an H.s. sapiens
Marital Status: Yes
Average Annual Income: Three weeks vacation
Most important life event: Being born
Greatest fear: Identifying myself
Shoe size: One size fits all
Favourite ice-cream flavour: Raspberry

At the SRY Pub
“Care for one with your great-granddad?” asked the man at the bar.
Cadmon, already dizzy on a heady mix of spirits, squinted at the young man, and
recognised a face adorning his grandparents’ dining-room wall.
“I’m telling you my boy, it’s high time you see where you come from.”
And, as the night wore on, a procession of Cadmon’s long dead paternal line joined
them until the place was full. Then the problems began. A few of the priests refused to
drink, and fights broke out when a eunuch was found to have fathered an entire
Mongolian dynasty, much to the dismay of his burlier relatives. Matters got worse
when the murderers and rapists got rough with the waitress. “Get you and your ilk
out of here!” the barman finally yelled.
Cadmon’s forefathers stood there, outside the Sry, heads down.
“I’m so disappointed. I can’t even look at you,” sighed Cadmon, as his ancestors
drifted off until only great-granddad was left.
“Well my boy, just remember one thing. None of us come from anywhere special. But
the wind can carry a seed a long way from the branch. Now, who controls the wind?...
That’s another story.”

The Visitor
I adore John Wayne. So when I opened my front door and saw a stranger who looked
just like Rooster Cogburn, eye patch and all, I invited him in without hesitating.
He took a seat on my couch (I stood, so as not to mislead him) and remarked on how
unusual it is nowadays for people to answer the door when they’re not expecting a
visit. Especially if they live on the 14th floor. “Do you own this flat?” he asked. I do. My
visitor said that buying anything higher than the ground floor is like buying a chunk
of air. “I mean, what do you have if the building topples over?” And he didn’t even
look much like Rooster anymore.
Later on, as he sat on the edge of the bed dressing, I noticed a scar on his back and
touched it. He seized up. “It’s all just a numbers game for me,” he said, and then he
stood up and left. When I heard the front door close I got up as well, and saw he’d
forgotten his eye patch. I moved to the bedroom window and looked down, and
caught my visitor hurrying away, soaked in the orange of the street light. And as I
looked again up and caught a reflection of myself in the glass, I realised that I look a
bit like Rooster in his eye patch too.

This Page Cannot Be Found
The page you are looking for cannot be found.
Maybe your search requirements are not recognised. Return to the previous page and
turn over again, or try one of the following:
-Rethink your expectations, adjust your standards.
-Verify that the page you are looking for actually exists.
-Do not lose hope. Turn to the next page.

Baggage
When they moved in together she insisted that he leave his old baggage at the door.
“You don’t need all that,” she said. “We can get you new things,” she said. So he sat
the suitcases down, worn leather with broken locks, and left them by the front door.
He still saw them everyday on his way to work, and when he pulled into the drive at
night, and when he mowed the front lawn on Saturday afternoons. It comforted him
to see them there, solemn and quiet.
Years later, arriving home after work one night, he noticed that the front porch was
empty. His baggage was gone and he was certain that she had somehow taken it all
away. He furiously ran into the house and stormed up the stairs to the bedroom.
Taking out the suitcases they had used on their honeymoon to Florida, he packed
them with a random collection of his and hers, and stormed back outside. Getting
into his car he threw his new baggage onto the front seat, accelerated in reverse onto
the street with tires screeching, and drove away.

Archibald’s Advice
I wasn’t there, but I think that if I had been, I would have seen King George Tupou IV,
laden in his buckled throne, the peal of laughter and bouncing coins fading in the
corridors but still ringing loudly in his ears, turn to his son and with resignation sigh:
“It’s never wise to let the jester handle your accounts.”

The Weight
Having waited patiently in the queue, Anton heaved the heavy weight up the steps
and boarded the bus. Veins bulging in his neck, stabbing the air with his breath, he
paid the driver for two and, tumbling forward as the bus pulled away, grasped for a
handrail. Standing room only.
A fellow passenger, seeing tears gather in the corner of Anton’s eye, wondered if he
should help. But there was a crowd in the way, what could he do? Someone nearer
should help.
The weight was becoming unbearable and there was nowhere to place it down. Anton
began sobbing quietly. “But there’s a crowd in the way,” thought the passenger again,
someone nearer should offer to help.
Anton’s shoulders jerked. He placed his face in his palms and cried like a child. The
weight was far too much for him now.

What’s in a Name
So they say. Well let me tell you a story. When I was younger my parents would say:
“Jim, why aren’t you more like your great grand-father Jim? Why didn’t you fight and
kill in the Boer War like a good soldier? Why didn’t you help build the Hoover Dam?
Why did you marry her and not your great grand-mother?”
Later in life I got: “Why can’t you be more like your younger brother Tim? He’s just
like his namesake, Uncle Tim!” whose life, I should mention, amounted to a secret
merry-go-round of gambling, drinking and fornicating. Of course, my brother and I
are pretty much the same. Except his name is Tim and my name is Jim.
So I figured, why not just change my name?
When I told my parents my new name, my father rolled his eyes and my mother, with
a motherly scowl, just said: “Well, you can call yourself whatever you like young man,
but you’ll always be a loser in my book.”

Excerpt from “A Guide to Etiquette and Warfare”
In the previous section we discussed the importance of dropping warning leaflets
before engaging in air-strikes. Remember, the appearance of genuine concern for the
local populace is paramount if you are not to be clearly misunderstood. In this section
we will focus on the necessity of disseminating incorrect facts when an error has been
made, such as the bombing of a typical ethnic wedding ceremony. The first thing to
keep in mind is that you must act naturally if you are to avoid a minor crisis. Mention
that it was not a deliberate mistake and that you only possess limited omniscience on
the field of battle. Give exact estimates of what went wrong and state that, while near
misses do occur, the definite possibility of collateral damage is always present in an
atmosphere of controlled chaos. If all else fails, compensate the father of the bride in
terms deemed locally appropriate, and remind your audience that, as the primary
target was eliminated, the mission was a successful failure.

Moment of Truth
“Tighter please,” said Simon to his helper, “come on, tighter! Or else I’ll just jerk free
when the shock hits!”
Simon’s helper tightened the strap around Simon’s neck some more.
“That’s better,” gurgled Simon. He was firmly attached to the contraption now.
Simon wondered again what it would feel like, as he watched his helper connect the
tripwire to the trigger. “I probably won’t even realise the last great experience has
been and gone,” he thought, not until he’d opened a door he’d never noticed before
and entered a room thriving with Circassian beauties. Or maybe a crystal staircase
would descend from above, down which a long forgotten relative would climb to
release his ghost from the machine.
“Hurry up!” Simon said, as he watched his helper edge backwards out of the room,
unravelling the tripwire as he went, making his way into the busy street below.

Biding Time
A broken vase. Father lifted his hand. Son lept back. Father froze. Son, though
pleased by his own acumen, lowered his gaze. Violence was avoided and order
maintained.

Reader’s Block
A common affliction in today’s reading public is the inability to read books to the end.
In its most extreme form, reader’s block prevents its unfortunate sufferers from
reading anything longer than a standard SMS (max. 1000 characters on most mobile
phones). But remember, whether you’re suffering from a mild or an acute case of
reader’s block, help is available.
Some useful strategies for overcoming reader’s block are:
-Avoid reading in languages you do not know.
-Since most paper and electronic products are not waterproof, do not read in
the shower as this will only aggravate the condition.
-Reading in the dark is not as much fun as other things in the dark. Turn on
the lights!
(NB: This advisory has been written in under 1000 characters to accommodate the
severest cases. Reader’s block is no joke, seek immediate assistance.)

Armenia 780
Certain things are perfectly predictable – so predictable in fact that prediction itself
becomes just another form of translation. They are so predictable because the forces
needed to change such things are impossible to harness.
Take Armenia 780. You, in deep space, are floating with your back to the sun. 780 is
hurtling towards you. At 10,000 miles it will look like a spinning potato you can reach
out and catch. Stay where you are much longer, though, and you’ll find yourself
crushed by a silent, rolling mountain.
And then, three years from now, when you’re sitting at that East Hollywood bar
‘Sparky’s’ with Tarkan, drinking Mexican beer and watching the fight, that little Thai
man you both know will come running in, and drop the ginger, and blurt something
about potatoes spinning in the bright blue sky. By the time you’re outside you’ll look
up to see a mountain falling down on you, there in East Hollywood, about to flatten
you there in Little Armenia.

Make Believe
Five o’clock in the morning. She brings you back to hers. Stumble up the stairwell like
a man stuffed with straw. Place your head on the door frame while she fumbles for
the key. Force your eyes open and enter.
Long unknown shadows stretch across a foreign landscape. Strange plants line the
narrow valley to the last meeting place. You can see, through the open bedroom
window, the stars give way. Down you lay.
Fumble through it all, groping in all directions, and discover the body revealed
betraying the body hidden. Here we go: naked motions culminating in the hollow act.
Between the gasps and moans you wonder what she would think. And you near the
end. And the release falls short of the idea. This is the way the world ends. Not with a
bang but a whimper.

Bedtime
I always imagined Jesus as a big, broad man - someone whose tension simmered
visibly beneath his surface. He may have talked of peace, but something in his eyes
said he was ready to erupt at any minute in a passionate, violent rage. This helped
him as much as his wonderful words.
When I was younger I argued about this with mum, whose image of Jesus was one of
lamb-like docility. Eternal patience. Inhuman patience. “Where’s the evidence for
yours?” I’d ask her. “Sources describe him as a man, mum. And men, as you well
know, have foibles.”
Later, towards the end – when she couldn’t leave the bed anymore – she talked about
him a lot. “If you ever see him again, tell him I forgave him,” she whispered over and
over with a dry voice. “Don’t worry about that now,” I would say. “Jesus is with you.
Waiting patiently with you.”

The Abura Akago
Abura Akago. When the lights go on their mothers find them, clamped to their
breasts by lip and gum, staring up with wide, unctuous eyes, sucking all the time. The
Abura Akago.
Abura Akago. When you open the door you’ll surprise them, lying swollen on the
glaze of the garage floor. “You’ll make yourself sick,” you can tell them – with the
lights burning like that all the time. The Abura Akago.
Abura Akago. When the lights won’t go on you’ll stumble over them, clamped to the
chests of their mothers’ cadavers, picking through flesh and rib with the tips of their
tongues, probing for black pips buried within. The Abura Akago.

Night Sky
We looked up and saw the sky spread itself out before us, pinpoints of light slowly
puncturing the deep black veil. The heavens filled with what seemed to me an endless
expanse of possibility. Constellations made their way forward and then, arriving in
the midst of this triumphal procession, the great band of the Galaxy stretched like a
waking father. The lights came on and we left the Planetarium, filled with awe and
wonder at the power of the night sky.

Upper Crust
The King appeared from his parlour with a solemn look upon his face. His courtiers
knew what had been troubling their Highness, as he sat down at the table to his
regular slice of Black Forest Gateau.
“Let them eat cake,” he declared, with a twist of his dessert fork.
“But my Lord, think of the implications,” said the Marquis.
“I decree that my subjects must benefit exactly as I do. So let them eat cake,” repeated
the King.
Powerless to refuse, the Marquis ordered that a slice of Black Forest Gateau be
delivered to each and every household of the realm, to be eaten upon receipt at the
behest of his Royal Highness. Within days, bakers across the land were collapsing
with exhaustion, while the airports were jammed with those forced to make their
State visit to some distant island, and the armouries were empty from the incessant
21 gun salutes. The backlog of generosity was choking the country.
“They must no longer eat cake,” smirked the King.

Zeitgeist
PHIL – 101 Classic Philosophy of the late 20th Century (6 credits)
An introductory course to the prevalent philosophical movements of the late 20th
century, examining the fragmentary works of Audi, Nike and Ikea, among others. It
will cover the central tenets of classical philosophy, such as: “Advancement through
technology” and “Just do it”.
PHIL – 251 Microsoft (3 credits)
A seminar on the works of Microsoft, with a detailed look at his epistemological
system and ethical theories. Addressing the question “Where do you want to go
today?” this seminar will explore how Microsoft was passionate about individual
potential.
Prerequisites: Philosophy Majors and Minors only.
PHIL – 333 Nihilism, Belief and Simplicity (3 credits)
This seminar, by specifically examining the works of Nespresso, Calvin Klein and
McDonald, will explore the diversity of thought in classic late 20th century
philosophy. Topics to be examined include Nespresso’s eternal question “What
else?”, Klein’s precept that “Between love and passion lies obsession”, and
McDonald’s “I’m lovin’ it” paleo-optimism.
Prerequisites: Philosophy Majors only. Offered intermittently.

Whale Watching
Jonah’s dream had always been to go whale watching. Somewhere far north, he
reckoned, like Iceland. So he saved for many years until finally, back bent by manmade labour, he arrived in Reykjavik.
It was winter and it was cold but Jonah, breathing in frigid air for the first time, went
straight to the dock and followed a crowd onto a large ship. The vessel steamed out of
the harbour and he, along with the other passengers, peered out over the deep waters
for signs of a pod.
Then, with booming voices, they turned to port, running straight towards vaguely
suggested shapes along the horizon. Jonah leapt, sparked with adrenalin, as the
vessel closed in on the pod. The passengers began to tense, excitement flashing in
their crystalline eyes. The whales were now clearly visible. Harpoon guns were
thrown onto the railings and, at 20 metres, they fired, Jonah’s harpoon piercing the
heart of a bull fin. As the great fish tossed about, Jonah, in a state of bliss, watched.

Final Judgement
“Did you make these globes?” I asked the old man behind the counter.
“Yes,” he replied, “I make them and give them away.”
There were hundreds of globes in his dark little shop – all different sizes. Many were
lit dimly from the inside. I took a closer look. On some, the world’s coastlines had
been altered slightly. On others whole countries had changed continent. On one, the
capitals were all found in the Western Hemisphere. On another, every river flowed in
Africa and the rest of the world was a desert. On many globes you could not recognise
our world at all. I shook my head in exasperation.
“I am often brought to tears by the complexity of our own world,” I said, “why would
you want to make new ones, which then disappear?”
“Because I am often brought to tears in our own world,” replied the globe maker.

History Repeats Itself
As the final enemy stronghold of the final enemy city in the final enemy land fell to
the tank, the victorious President summoned the General and, over a glass of gin,
said: “We have saved the world. Now we must administer it.”
The president charged the General with overseeing the rebuilding of the freed lands,
with educating their peoples in the ways of governance, with instilling within them
the principles of merit and understanding.
“An honour,” said the General, turning to leave, “but we must find a way to
distinguish the freed lands from the free.”
“Take a colour of your choosing,” said the President, “and create a flag.”
The President and the General shook hands one more time, and their children went
on to fight a never-ending war over truth.

The Art of Improvisation
Harlequin, like the sky late in the evening (the moon like a giant’s fingernail), he used
to play with matchsticks in the street, peer over fences, and then submerge himself in
the bath and wonder how to prove (to himself, that is) that he wasn’t the only real
person in the world, and everyone else just an actor.

Earthquake Clouds
Some have proposed – supported by scientific divinations – that unusual cloud
formations appear in the days before an earthquake, due to the release of
underground water through the widening cracks in the earth. It is hoped that by
being alert to this phenomenon, preparations could be made to limit the death toll of
such catastrophes.
I tried to apply the same principle whenever I saw condensation gather in the corner
of your eyes. But I came to realize that my singular desire for self-preservation
produced the cracks, widened the fissures, and caused that which was always stable
to shake.

Incidental Music
“Tell me doctor, I need to give it a name,” or a conclusion. Life imitates art they say,
like a completed narrative with beginning, middle and end. But it’s not like that. The
doctor opened his mouth to speak

